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� Surface free energy variation after
superhydrophobicity creation of Al
surface is examined.

� Molecular dynamics simulation is
employed for surface free energy
calculation of bare Al.

� For superhydrophobic Al, critical
surface tension approach was used to
measure surface free energy.

� Both experimental and theoretical
approaches verify surface free energy
reduction after superhydrophobicity
creation.
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Surface free energy (SFE) of solids is a main property. This parameter can be affected by various phenom-
ena such as superhydrophobicity creation. Two circumstances are necessary to achieve superhydropho-
bicity characteristics. These requirements are roughness improvement as well as surface energy
reduction. The ZnO nanoparticle deposition is a suitable method for obtaining desirable roughness and
consequently decreased SFE with stearic acid (STA) ethanol solution. The SFE of bare Al at room temper-
ature was investigated using molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. After fabrication of superhydropho-
bicity property on Al surface, its SFE was calculated by applying equation of state and critical surface
tension methods. The comparison between results based on two considered methods led to the fact that
SFE significantly reduces after superhydrophobicity processing and reaches to STA, applied as a modifier,
surface tension value. In addition to the theoretical results, water contact angle (CA) measurements con-
firm the SFE reduction due to superhydrophobic processing. Furthermore, the presence of STA on the
superhydrophobic surface can be verified experimentally with Fourier transform infrared in conjunction
with attenuated total reflection (FTIR-ATR) analysis. Therefore, both computational and experimental
results approve the existence of STA on superhydrophobic Al surface and its grafting may lead to SFE
reduction.

� 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

It is believed that solid surface free energy (SFE) is a major prop-
erty, which can control various phenomena, such as, the rate of sin-
tering and the stress for brittle fracture [1]. One of the well-known
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phenomena for changing SFE of solid surface is fabrication of
superhydrophobic (SH) surfaces. SH surfaces possess water contact
angle (CA) higher than 150� and can be classified into two cate-
gories based on sliding angle (SA) values which are low adhesive
(with SA lower than 10�) and high adhesive (with very high SA)
SH surfaces [2]. In other words, for rough surfaces, the Wenzel
[3] and Cassie-Baxter [4] models can be applied to describe wetting
state. In Wenzel model, a water droplet is able to enter to the
asperities and totally fill any surface groove. The factor of rough-
ness in Wenzel equation can improve the innate state of the mate-
rial and gives a lower CA to hydrophilic surfaces and a larger CA to
hydrophobic ones. The Cassie-Baxter model establishes another
novel wetting state, in which air molecules may be trapped in
the asperities and the air-water interface allows free movement
of droplet which induces low SA. Though both of these wetting
models (Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel) cause high CA, just only the
Cassie-Baxter state results in very low SA. Therefore, a true low
adhesive SH surface considerably matches to the Cassie-Baxter
state [5]. As a result, CA measurement on the surfaces is not suffi-
cient for surface wettability description and it is essential to report
SA accompanied with CA.

To create SH surfaces, it is essential to perform roughness
improvement as a first step and SFE reduction as the second one
[6–10]. In other words, as well the chemicals with low surface
energy, the formation of multiple scales structures on material sur-
faces is a crucial necessity for superhydrophobicity [11].

A variety of techniques has been developed for roughness pro-
duction. For example, sol-gel method, phase separation, solution
immersion method, plasma etching, lithographic, and electro-
chemical deposition are practical ways for this purpose [12–20].
Furthermore, costly silanes or fluorides were applied for SFE reduc-
tion in the final step of SH surface processing. It is well identified
that treatment with fluoride can efficiently diminish the SFE. How-
ever, flour derivatives are not essential materials to generate SH
surfaces and there are alternatives for these materials [21].

In comparison with conventional surfactants, stearic acid (STA)
is a good choice in superhydrophobicity field due to its low cost,
biocompatibility, and low toxicity [22,23]. STA has low surface
energy and its grafting on rough surface results in superhydropho-
bicity property. There are many works relating to SH surfaces. In
these works, the SFE reduction after superhydrophobicity creation
has been assessed qualitatively [24–26]. In the current study, our
goal is to present a quantitative estimation of SFE reduction after
superhydrophobicity. Therefore, it is necessary to compute SFE of
Al metal at room temperature and then SFE calculation of SH Al
to conclude that how much SFE changes.

SH Al surface possesses a low SFE value; as a result, equation of
state and critical surface tension approaches are applicable to
achieve SFE value for this surface. These methods (equation of state
and critical surface tension) as appealing findings have been intro-
duced for surfaces with insignificant SFE values (such as polymers
[27]).

From the other side of view, Al enjoys a high SFE, i.e. equation of
state and critical surface tension methods are not applicable for
this condition. Therefore, it is necessary to employ another method
to examine SFE. One accurate method is liquid surface tension
measurement, which is carried out precisely [1]. Interestingly,
the surface tension of molten metal can be determined experimen-
tally and computed theoretically. The experimental routes are drop
weight (DW), sessile drop (SD), etc. that are accomplished in the
gaseous environment [28]. The inconsiderable amount of impuri-
ties in the gas plays a key role in the accuracy of measurement.
Consequently, reports on the surface tension values witness the
diversity of quantities as Keene claims [29]. In other words,
because of melt contamination and high reactivity, exact values
of surface tension are difficult to be acquired via straight experi-
mental techniques. In these conditions, computational and theo-
retical methods are present as practical means to evaluate the
surface tension accurately [28]. One of the computation methods
to evaluate surface tension of liquid metals is computer simulation
[30,31] in addition to the various theories in statistical mechanics
[32–35] and density functional theory [36]. If the liquid metal sur-
face tension is computed accurately, it is possible to correlate it
with SFE of solid metal at the melting point. For instance, Tyson
and Miller [1] have introduced a correlation between SFE of solid
metal at the melting point with this property at different temper-
atures. By applying SFE of solid metal at the melting point, it is pos-
sible to compute SFE values of solid metal at ambient temperature
according to Eq. (1).

csv � csvðTmÞ ¼
Z Tm

T

Ssv
A

dT ð1Þ

where csv and csvðTmÞ are SFE of solid Al at T and Tm, respectively, Ssv
is surface entropy, and A is introduced as surface area per mole of
surface atoms.

Recently, Rezayi and Entezari [37] have synthesized SH Al sur-
face using ultrasound as a novel technique. In the present study,
one goal is to examine SFE value change due to superhydrophobic-
ity creation. In spite of several papers about surface tension calcu-
lation of liquid metals and SFE measurement of various solids [38–
41], the number of publications on SFE comparison before and after
superhydrophobicity processing is scarce. Therefore, the main nov-
elty of current investigation is the mentioned issue. Based on
experimental results (water CA measurement and ATR-FTIR analy-
sis) [37], SFE of Al decreases considerably after SH creation which
is in acceptable agreement with the current results. Another pur-
pose is to verify this observation theoretically. In the present study,
surface tension of liquid Al at melting point is computed by MD
simulation. Afterward, SFE of solid Al at melting point was
obtained using their correlation. To obtain SFE of Al at ambient
temperature, a suitable equation was taken into consideration
(Eq. (1)). Eventually, for SH Al, equation of state and critical surface
tension approaches were used to measure SFE. The comparison
between SFE results before and after superhydrophobicity process
demonstrated the SFE reduction quantitatively. For SH Al, SFE is
nearly equal to STA surface tension. Besides, experimental data
confirm the presence of STA after modification that computational
results are in excellent agreement with experiment.
2. Methods: theory and experiment

2.1. SFE calculation

Based on EDX results [37], Al plate is actually an alloy contain-
ing 96% Al and 4% Mg; consequently, considering Mg atoms in Al
structure is an essential part of the study. In the present MD sim-
ulation study, NVT ensemble containing 256 atoms (241 Al atoms
and 15 Mg atoms) in an orthorhombic cell with dimensions of
16.16 � 16.16 � 40.80 Å3 was applied. Berendsen thermostat has
been utilized in order to control the temperature with a relaxation
time of 1.00 ps. Furthermore, Gupta potential was selected for the
interatomic interaction of Al-Al, Mg-Mg, and Al-Mg particles in the
system [42,43]. The simulations were carried out at a temperature
range from T = 900 K to T = 1100 K at ambient pressure. The time
step was 1.00 fs and all simulations were continued up to 5 ns, per-
formed by DL_POLY_2.17 [44,45]. Solid Al SFE at desirable temper-
atures is followed by Eq. (1) [1] where Ssv can be written as the sum
of configurational and vibrational contributions:

S ¼ Sconfsv þ Svibsv ð2Þ
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The vibrational involvement is derived from reformed vibra-
tional modes of surface atoms in comparison with internal atoms.
It is predictable that these modes, similar to the bulk modes, will

be gradually excited with temperature increase. Therefore, Svibsv is
a time-dependent variable which has been assessed by Tyson
and Miller [1]. As they have stated, a linear relation is observed

for dependency between Svibsv and temperature ranging from zero
at 0 K to 0.8R at T/Tm = 0.2 while at temperatures between 0.2Tm
and melting point Svibsv remains constant at 0.8R [1]. Moreover,
the configurational entropy must vary from a value close to zero
at T/Tm = 0.5 to almost universal gas constant, R, at Tm [1].

According to Eq. (1), calculating csv at melting temperature is a
crucial step to be able to estimate solid SFE at various tempera-
tures. This purpose is established by computing surface tension
of the liquid (c in J/m2) that is calculated as [46]:

c ¼ �bz
ðPxx þ Pyy � 2PzzÞ

4
ð3Þ

where bz is the length of the simulation box along the z-axis. Pxx, Pyy,
and Pzz are the main components of pressure tensor obtained from
MD simulation at each temperature. When surface tension of mol-
ten Al is calculated, SFE of solid at melting temperature can be esti-
mated based on the following relation [1]:

csv ¼ 1:18clv ð4Þ

which is valid for metals at the melting point. Having csv at melting
temperature, it is possible to evaluate solid Al SFE at any arbitrary
temperature by the aid of Eq. (1). For SH Al surface, CA should be
known in order to obtain SFE. Young equation is applied to obtain
the value of CA, h, [47]:

clv cos h ¼ csv � csl ð5Þ

where clv , csv , and csl are liquid-vapor surface tension, solid-vapor
surface tension (solid SFE), and solid-liquid interfacial tension,
respectively. According to Eq. (5), calculating Young CA depends
on accurate values of clv , csv , and csl though only clv and h are mea-
surable. As a result, an extra relation is necessary to obtain csv and
csl. Numerous attempts have been made to overcome this issue. Ini-
tially, it has been represented [47] that csl is a function of clv and csv
as:

csl ¼ Fðclv ; csvÞ ð6Þ
This relation is known as ‘‘equation of state for interfacial ten-

sion” [47] and is formulated as

csl ¼ clv þ csv � 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
clv :csv

p
e�bðclv�csv Þ2 ð7Þ

where b is a constant with a middling value of 0.0001247 (mJ/
m2)�2.

Combining Young equation, Eq. (5), and interfacial tension
equation of state, Eq. (7), Young CA is illustrated as

cos h ¼ �1þ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
csv
clv

r
e�bðclv�csv Þ2 ð8Þ

It has been claimed previously [47] that solid SFE can be
obtained by Eq. (8). In addition to equation of state method (Eq.
(8)), another route has been employed to calculate SFE of SH Al
named as critical surface tension [27] represented by attractive
achievement for application of Young equation to find out csv in
the case of a solid with low surface free energy. In this procedure,
the dependence of cos h on clv is explored experimentally for a
variety of liquids on a similar solid surface and a clv value which
is equivalent to cos h ¼ 1 extrapolated to achieve csv value.
2.2. Experimental methods

2.2.1. Fabrication of SH Al
Based on our previous study [31], fabrication of SH Al was car-

ried out. Briefly, at beginning, Al plates were polished carefully and
washed with ethanol and distilled water to take away any contam-
inant. Then, cleaned Al substrates were placed into 50 ml aqueous
solution of thriethylamine (TEA) (0.1 M) and Zinc acetate (Zn(AC)2)
(0.01 M) at 40 �C accompany with ultrasound injection for 15 min
and with an amplitude of 40%. After withdrawing from the solu-
tion, Al plates were washed with distilled water and dried at
100 �C for 1 h. The as-synthesized ZnO-deposited Al substrate
was modified using STA ethanol solution (0.021 M) for 1 h. Finally,
Al substrates were washed with ethanol and dried at 80 �C for
10 min after withdrawing from STA ethanol solution. At this step,
Al surface with water CA of 163.78� and SA about 2.33� were
obtained, which possessed low adhesive SH state as well as being
in Cassie-Baxter wetting situation. This surface was called as SH
Al surface.
2.2.2. Fabrication of STA-modified Al
The first step was polishing and washing Al plates as mentioned

above. At the second step, Al substrate was immersed in STA etha-
nol solution (0.021 M) for 1 h. Lastly, Al substrates were washed
with ethanol after moving back from STA solution and dried at
80 �C for 10 min. This step resulted in STA-modified Al surfaces.
The STA-modified Al has water CA of 93.75� with a hydrophobic
property.
2.2.3. Characterization
An attenuated total reflection in conjunction with Fourier trans-

form infrared spectrophotometry (ATR-FTIR, Shimadzu- IR- 460
spectrometer) was employed for chemical composition illustration
of samples. ATR is nowadays the most commonly used FTIR sam-
pling instrument. ATR, in general, allows sample analyzing with lit-
tle or no sample preparation that significantly speeds sample
examination. The main part of this instrument is a crystal which
is in direct contact with sample [48]. The crystal employed for
ATR analysis is ZnSe. Besides, the wavenumber range was 400–
3000 cm�1 and the number of scans was 128. For assessment of
surface morphology, a convenient technique is scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). The SEM equipment with LEO 1450 VP and Ger-
many model was applied.

There are several methods to explore CA value; some of them
are captive bubble method [49], tilting plate method [50], Wil-
helmy balance method [51], sessile drop method [52], and so on.
Captive bubble method needs a large amount of liquid in addition
to the being difficult if the solid swells after immersion into the liq-
uid [53]. For tilting plate method, the major difficulty is a require-
ment of significant skills for CA identification [54]. On the other
hand, Wilhelmy balance method suffers from several disadvan-
tages which limit its usage. Indeed, the most commonly used tech-
nique for measuring CA is sessile drop method. This direct optical
method benefits from its straightforwardness, an inconsiderable
quantity of liquid required, and a small amount of surface sub-
strate needed [55]. Considering these advantages, we applied the
method to measure CA. The instrument employed here is a home-
made one with important superiorities, such as simplicity and
cost-effectiveness. A microsyringe was utilized for dropping off
10 microliter liquid droplets onto the surface of substrates. The
images of droplets were captured using a camera (Canon SX200,
Japan). Finally, the images were analyzed using MATLAB software
to acquire CA. An inexpensive, useful, and uncomplicated appara-
tus was designed for SA measurements. This instrument has a
movable plane. Al substrates were placed on this plane and water



Table 1
csv values for solid Al substrate at melting and ambient
temperatures.

csv (mJ/m2) T (K)

1271 920
1306 298
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droplet was placed on Al surface. Then, the plane was tilted until
water droplet started to roll off.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. SFE of bare Al substrate

To achieve the results of the theoretical part, a series of MD sim-
ulations was carried out in order to compute surface tension of Al
at melting temperature. To confirm the method and force field, the
surface tension of molten Al at a number of temperatures above
melting temperature was calculated. The variation of surface ten-
sion at ambient pressure with temperature, for the case under con-
sideration, is shown in Fig. 1. As the figure illustrates, elevating
temperature decreases the surface tension of molten Al. Certainly,
this behavior is in accordance with experiment and demonstrates
the temperature dependence of surface tension. Consequently, this
trend supports the validity of force field applied. In addition, the
experimental value for the surface tension of molten Al (96% Al -
4% Mg) at 973 K has been reported to be equal to 1031 mJ/m2

[56]. This value is close to the theoretical one at this temperature
(1056 mJ/m2) and can be another witness for the validity of applied
computational procedure.

One of our objectives is to evaluate csv of bare Al at ambient
temperature (298 K) to compare csv values of bare and SH Al sub-
strate. This goal is achievable if the combination of MD simulation
with Eqs. (1) and (4) is performed. csv at melting (920 K [57]) and
ambient temperatures are summarized in Table 1. As Table 1 dis-
plays, by increasing the temperature from ambient to melting,
the value of csv observes a very slight decrease that is in accor-
dance with solid interfacial behavior.

3.2. SFE of SH Al substrate

Based on water CA value results, water CA on bare Al is 45.00�
that for SH Al increases significantly to 163.78�. Noticeably, it is
obvious that SH Al substrate has low SFE; from the other point of
view, we can apply equation of state and critical surface tension
approaches to determine SFE. To obtain SFE of SH Al, based on
Eq. (7), CA values of different liquids on target solid surface should
be available. Here different liquids including polar and non-polar
were employed; the values of relative polarity and surface tension
are given in Table 2. Additionally, CA values of these liquids on SH
Al surface and corresponding values of csv are listed.

Based on two last columns of Table 2, the identity of applied
liquid has a dramatic effect on CA values as well as csv of SH Al.
Fig. 1. Variation of surface tension of molten Al with temperature.
Generally, liquids with higher polarity lead CA raise; as a result,
different values of csv of SH Al changed vise verse. It means that
different liquid characteristics play a role on csv which also has
been beforehand reported by Hejda et al. [58]. Moreover, it has
been accomplished previously that some requirements such as sur-
face smoothness are necessary to apply equation of state route
[37]. Nonetheless, it is obvious that because of ZnO nanoparticle
deposition during SH processing, the surface roughness improves
and the smoothness necessity is not seen. Therefore, different val-
ues of csv SH Al by various liquids were obtained. The roughness
improvement after ZnO nanoparticle deposition can be proved
based on SEM images. According to Fig. 2, bare Al has a roughly
smooth surface (Fig. 2A). After deposition, the presence of numer-
ous micro and nanostructures on Al surface was proved (Fig. 2B).
This deposition was a major cause of roughness improvement. As
a conclusion, the validity of roughness increment is a significant
reason to observe deviation in csv results using the equation of
state route.

In order to eliminate surface roughness and verify the validity
of equation of state as surface smoothness increases, equation of
state method on polished Al surface after STA modification was
repeated. After that, SFE of STA-modified with various liquid dro-
plets was obtained, summarized in Table 3. It should be stated that
the average value for SFE of STA-modified Al surface is 32.08 mJ/
m2.

In this case, in comparison with SH Al surface, Table 2, the vari-
ation of liquid type does not play any significant role on SFE value.
In other words, because of surface smoothness, equation of state
method is acceptable for STA-modified Al surface and the precision
of results is acceptable. Additionally, it was demonstrated that for
CA values in each case study, the plot of clv cos h against clv pro-
vided a smooth curve representing csv as mentioned by Tavana
et al. [59]. Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the variation of clv cos h versus
clv for SH Al and STA-modified Al, respectively. If CA deviates with
respect to the curve, an uncertainty for exploring csv will be intro-
duced. In fact, the deviation is more obvious in the case of SH Al in
comparison with STA-modified Al. On the other hand, CA values
did not perfectly follow the curve in the case of SH Al; as a result,
this observed scatter confirmed that equation of state method did
not achieve an accurate value of csv . Because of surface smoothness
for STA-modified Al, all CA values approximately followed the
curve; therefore, the conclusion drawn is that equation of state
route is an appropriate method for similar cases.

Accurate insight to the figures shed light on insignificant devi-
ation for non-polar and low-polar liquids that validates the accu-
racy for determining csv . Fig. 5 illustrates this statement.
According to this figure, the average csv for the above-mentioned
liquids was calculated to be equal to 26.60 mJ/m2. Another result
is that a superhydrophobe surface possessed a greater value of
CA, especially bare Al surface enjoyed a water CA of 45.00� while
SH Al observed that CA reaches to 163.78�. This noteworthy
increase leads a significant decrease in SFE of Al substrate. The
main reason for this reduction is STA grafting, at the second step
of SH processing. ATR-AFTIR spectra corresponding to bare Al
and SH Al are displayed in Fig. 6. According to the figure, the pres-
ence of long chain hydrocarbon and RCOO- group were verified on
SH Al. Since these groups are structural characteristics of STA [60],
it was concluded that STA is grafted on SH Al during SH process.



Table 2
Properties of employed liquids including surface tension at ambient temperature and relative polarity as well as their CA results on SH Al surface and csv values of SH Al.

Liquid c (mJ/m2) Relative polarity CA (degree) csv (mJ/m2)

Decalin 32.00 – 25.00 29.00
Tetralin 36.15 – 49.24 25.80
Pyridine 38.00 0.302 63.63 25.00
Benzyl alcohol 39.00 0.608 85.00 13.50
Dimethyl sulfoxide 43.54 0.444 122.00 3.60
Ethylene glycol 47.30 0.790 144.59 0.69

Fig. 2. SEM images of A) bare Al and B) ZnO- deposited Al.

Table 3
The calculated SFE (csv ) value of STA-modified Al by employing different liquids.

Liquid CA (degree) csv (mJ/m2)

Ethylene glycol 62.88 27.20
Dimethyl sulfoxide 42.42 29.90
Benzyl alcohol 29.26 32.60
Methyl salicylate 27.21 34.20
Pyridine 24.76 34.00
Tetralin 10.50 34.60

Fig. 3. clv cos h versus clv for studied liquids on SH Al.

Fig. 4. clv cos h versus clv for studied liquids on STA- modified Al.
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Phankosol et al. [61] have reported that STA surface tension is
30.03 mJ/m2 at ambient conditions. Logically, it was anticipated
that such variation should be theoretically observed in Al SFE.
Based on equation of state route, the computed SFE for SH Al is
estimated to be 26.60 mJ/m2 that is nearly close to the surface ten-
sion of STA. Interestingly, computational results accompany with
experimental ones confirmed the existence of STA on SH Al.

However, in spite that equation of state route depends on liquid
identity and its applicability for a smooth surface, it is more appro-
priate to evaluate SFE for estimation of STA-modified Al (Table 3
and Fig. 4). As our purpose was a determination of SFE of SH Al,
it is recommended to calculate Al SFE by finding another method
which is critical surface tension. At this state, CA quantity of vari-
ous liquids (polar and non-polar) was measured on SH Al surface
and the variation of cos h versus clv was under consideration that
is represented in Fig. 7. Now, SFE of SH Al is estimated by extrap-
olation of this curve to cos h ¼ 1 to find clv as SFE of SH Al. Accord-
ing to this figure, SFE for SH Al is estimated to be 31.60 mJ/m2.
Besides, Fig. 7 indicates an acceptable linear trend by using various



Fig. 5. clv cos h versus clv for studied non-polar and low polarity liquids on SH Al.

Fig. 6. ATR-FTIR spectra for a) bare Al and b) SH Al.

Fig. 7. Zisman plot for SH Al surface with different liquids.
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dissimilar liquids with different polarities. It can be stated that crit-
ical surface tension method is independent of liquid polarity, i.e. it
is applicable for liquids with a wide range of characteristics. This
observation is in line with Rulison [62] study that surface rough-
ness does not have any influence on critical surface tension validity
and the linear trend is observed for different liquids that is a very
admired evidence to apply this method.
4. Conclusion

The accurate accordance between SFE of STA (30.03 mJ/m2) and
SH Al (31.6 mJ/m2) proves that critical surface tension is a more
appropriate and accurate method to estimate SFE of SH Al. The
observation of linear behavior with diverse liquids and validity of
this method for rough surface verify the results. An important
point is that selecting various methods for SFE calculation is based
on the identity of studied surface. SFE of bare Al from MD at ambi-
ent temperature was 1306 mJ/m2 that shows bare Al possesses a
high surface energy. The reliability of MD simulation was verified
via surface tension calculation of molten Al at different tempera-
tures above the melting point. Besides, the comparison with exper-
imental data and their agreement with each other is another
reason for MD simulation reliability.

After creation of SH property, the SFE value was determined via
equation of state and critical surface tension methods. Because of
low SFE for SH Al, it is possible to apply equation of state tech-
nique, a simple semi-empirical route. The accuracy of this method
is significantly influenced by CA values. Therefore, CA measure-
ment for this technique is a crucial step. For this reason, CA was
measured three times and the average values were reported. How-
ever, since this method depends considerably on the surface
roughness, the required data were distributed over a wide range.
As a result, critical surface tension approach that is independent
of surface roughness and identity of employed liquids was utilized.
The acceptable agreement between obtained results was taken as a
sign of method consistency and demonstrated the precision of the
method.

From the other side of view, CA measurement demonstrates SH
Al possesses a greater CA value than bare Al which represents SFE
reduction due to superhydrophobicity. The SFE of SH Al is equal to
31.60 mJ/m2 based on critical surface tension route. As a result, the
computational outcomes reveal SFE reduction after SH creation. In
addition, ATR-FTIR spectra of SH Al confirm the presence of STA
after surface modification. STA is a fatty acid with low surface
energy and its grafting on SH Al is the main reason for SFE reduc-
tion. The theoretical calculated SFE for SH Al is close to the surface
tension of STA. Overall, the experimental results (CA measure-
ments and ATR-FTIR analysis) seeks to ascertain precisely the exis-
tence of STA on SH Al and surface energy reduction that are in
agreement with theoretical results.
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